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Abstract

The vertical opacity structure of the martian atmosphere is important for understanding the distribution of ice (water and carbon

dioxide) and dust. We present a new dataset of extinction opacity profiles from the NOMAD/UVIS spectrometer aboard the

ExoMars Trace Gas Orbiter, covering one and a half Mars Years (MY) including the MY 34 Global Dust Storm and several

regional dust storms. We discuss specific mesospheric cloud features and compare with existing literature and a Mars Global

Climate Model (MGCM) run with data assimilation. Mesospheric opacity features, interpreted to be water ice, were present

during the global and regional dust events and correlate with an elevated hygropause in the MGCM, providing further evidence

for the role of regional dust storms in driving atmospheric escape as reported elsewhere. The season of the dust storms also had

an apparent impact on the resulting lifetime of the cloud features, with events earlier in the dusty season correlating with longer-

lasting mesospheric cloud layers. Mesospheric opacity features were also present during the dusty season even in the absence

of regional dust storms, and interpreted to be water ice based on previous literature. The assimilated MGCM temperature

structure agreed well with the UVIS opacities, but the MGCM opacity field struggled to reproduce mesospheric ice features,

suggesting a need for further development of water ice parameterizations. The UVIS opacity dataset offers opportunities for

further research into the vertical aerosol structure of the martian atmosphere, and for validation of how this is represented in

numerical models.
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Key Points:15

• Mesospheric water ice clouds were present in ExoMars/UVIS opacity profiles dur-16

ing a global and three regional dust storms17

• Mesospheric water ice correlated with elevated hygropause altitude, supporting18

key role for regional dust storms in driving hydrogen escape19

• Perihelion season mesospheric water ice was also present even in the absence of20

global/regional dust storm activity21
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Abstract22

The vertical opacity structure of the martian atmosphere is important for understand-23

ing the distribution of ice (water and carbon dioxide) and dust. We present a new dataset24

of extinction opacity profiles from the NOMAD/UVIS spectrometer aboard the ExoMars25

Trace Gas Orbiter, covering one and a half Mars Years (MY) including the MY 34 Global26

Dust Storm and several regional dust storms. We discuss specific mesospheric cloud fea-27

tures and compare with existing literature and a Mars Global Climate Model (MGCM)28

run with data assimilation. Mesospheric opacity features, interpreted to be water ice,29

were present during the global and regional dust events and correlate with an elevated30

hygropause in the MGCM, providing further evidence for the role of regional dust storms31

in driving atmospheric escape as reported elsewhere. The season of the dust storms also32

had an apparent impact on the resulting lifetime of the cloud features, with events ear-33

lier in the dusty season correlating with longer-lasting mesospheric cloud layers. Meso-34

spheric opacity features were also present during the dusty season even in the absence35

of regional dust storms, and interpreted to be water ice based on previous literature. The36

assimilated MGCM temperature structure agreed well with the UVIS opacities, but the37

MGCM opacity field struggled to reproduce mesospheric ice features, suggesting a need38

for further development of water ice parameterizations. The UVIS opacity dataset of-39

fers opportunities for further research into the vertical aerosol structure of the martian40

atmosphere, and for validation of how this is represented in numerical models.41

Plain Language Summary42

The martian atmosphere contains several kinds of aerosol, including dust, water43

ice, and carbon dioxide ice. The NOMAD/UVIS spectrometer aboard the ExoMars Trace44

Gas orbiter is able to measure the opacity of the atmosphere at different heights by look-45

ing through the atmosphere at the Sun, and these opacities provide information on the46

vertical aerosol distribution. We present a new dataset of these opacities for one and a47

half Mars Years, a period including one Global Dust Storm and several smaller regional-48

scale dust storms. By comparing with a martian climate model and previous work we49

discuss some noteable features in the UVIS data. We see the presence of high-altitude50

water ice clouds associated with the Global Dust Storm and several regional dust storms,51

and find that the lifetime of these cloud layers seems to depend on the seasonal timing52

of the relevant dust event. These layers also correlate with an elevated higher-altitude53

water vapour presence, which provides evidence for the role of dust storms at various scales54

in enhancing hydrogen escape from the atmosphere. The model temperature structure55

is consistent with the UVIS results, but the model aerosol field shows a need for improve-56

ment in its representation of high-altitude water ice.57

1 Introduction58

Suspended atmospheric aerosols are key components of the martian atmosphere,59

and their vertical distribution has long been a subject of investigation with orbital ob-60

servations and modelling. The aerosols found in Mars’ atmosphere are mineral dust, wa-61

ter ice, and CO2 ice, and each have distinct spatiotemporal distributions and radiative62

effects. Early analytical calculations based on estimated dust sedimentation and diffu-63

sion rates alongside orbital observations of a Global Dust Storm (GDS) led to the de-64

velopment of a standard dust profile often used in numerical modelling work, where dust65

opacity is considered to be constant in a well-mixed bottom layer of the atmosphere be-66

fore decreasing monotonically at higher altitudes (Conrath, 1974). More recent obser-67

vations from instruments able to examine the atmospheric limb have revealed a more com-68

plex dust vertical structure, including the presence of local dust maxima (detached dust69

layers) at lower altitudes, particularly during the less dusty aphelion season (e.g. Heav-70

ens et al., 2011b; Guzewich, Talaat, et al., 2013), and large plume-like convective dust71
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structures during GDS (Heavens et al., 2019). Such non-monotonic vertical dust struc-72

ture is linked to still-debated transport processes involving slope flows and local convec-73

tive activity (Daerden et al., 2015; C. Wang et al., 2018; Heavens et al., 2015, e.g.), and74

its representation in Mars Global Climate Models (MGCM) has been shown to have no-75

ticeable effects on the thermal structure and circulation (Guzewich, Toigo, et al., 2013).76

In general, dust appears to be confined below around 20 km during the aphelion season77

and below 30-50 km during the more active perihelion season (Smith et al., 2013). The78

presence of dust is also linked to hydrogen escape from the martian atmosphere, which79

has been shown to be enhanced by atmospheric heating and boosted vertical transport80

of water from GDS (Chaffin et al., 2014; Heavens et al., 2018) and regional dust storms81

(J. Holmes et al., 2021).82

The distribution of water and CO2 condensates is tied to the seasonal behaviour83

of their relevant cloud formations. In general, the formation of water ice clouds requires84

sufficient presence of water, low enough temperatures for condensation, and cloud con-85

densation nuclei (CCN). The aphelion cloud belt (ACB) is an annual water ice feature86

visible straddling the tropics during the aphelion season due to the lower atmospheric87

temperatures, with peak opacity values at around LS=100° (e.g. Smith, 2008, 2009; Clancy88

et al., 1996; Mateshvili et al., 2009), with altitudes of around 17-45 km depending on lat-89

itude - tending to be higher in the northern tropics than the southern (Smith et al., 2013).90

ACB opacities have been observed to be higher at 1700 local time than at 1400 local time91

(Smith, 2009). Another annual water ice feature is the presence of polar hood clouds around92

both poles from late hemispheric summer to early spring (H. Wang & Ingersoll, 2002),93

linked to cooler temperatures and the availability of CCN from circumpolar baroclinic94

dust storms (Cantor et al., 2010). Both polar hood cloud features range from approx-95

imately 10-40 km in altitude, with opacity being highly dependent on atmospheric tem-96

perature changes (Benson et al., 2010, 2011). Recently however, Clancy et al. (2019) have97

detected mesospheric (here defined as >40 km) water ice clouds during Mars’ perihelion98

season between 50-90 km altitudes and across the whole of their study’s observable range99

of 50° S-50° N, with a minimum towards lower latitudes.100

Lastly, Mars’ low atmospheric temperatures enable the characteristically martian101

phenomenon of CO2 ice clouds. These features have been detected at high altitudes above102

the tropics and subtropics, generally in the 65-100 km altitude range in the aphelion sea-103

son when the atmospheric temperature is particularly low (e.g. Clancy et al., 2019; Aoki104

et al., 2018; McConnochie et al., 2010; Määttänen et al., 2010; Montmessin et al., 2006);105

MGCMs are currently unable to replicate these low temperatures, which may be the ef-106

fect of dynamical phenomena such as gravity waves and thermal tides (e.g. González-107

Galindo et al., 2011; Spiga et al., 2012). Such phenomena may have to do with the ap-108

parent ephemerality of CO2 ice clouds, which may have lifetimes as low as minutes (Listowski109

et al., 2014); indeed, while there are now many reported detections, CO2 ice presence110

is sparse in retrievals, for example only appearing in less than 1% of Spectroscopy for111

the Investigation of the Characteristics of the Atmosphere of Mars (SPICAM) mesospheric112

retrievals (Montmessin et al., 2006). Likewise, stellar occultations from the Imaging Ul-113

traviolet Spectrograph (IUVS) aboard the Mars Atmosphere and Volatile Evolution (MAVEN)114

spacecraft showed high-altitude (>90 km) CO2 clouds in only 2 of 32 supersaturated CO2115

profiles, out of a total of 309 stellar occultation profiles (Jiang et al., 2019). Longer-lasting116

and optically thicker low-altitude (<25 km) CO2 ice clouds have also been detected in117

Mars’ polar night (Hayne et al., 2012).118

The spectrometer instruments aboard the ExoMars Trace Gas Orbiter (TGO), launched119

in 2016, have already helped contribute to the understanding of martian atmospheric aerosol120

distribution. Nadir and Occultation for MArs Discovery (NOMAD) (Vandaele et al., 2015)121

and Atmospheric Chemistry Suite (ACS) (Korablev et al., 2015) are both spectrome-122

ter suites aboard TGO and have been observing the martian atmosphere since 2018 in123

both nadir and solar occultation modes. Aoki et al. (2019) used NOMAD to investigate124
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the behaviour of water vapour during the 2018 GDS, finding that water vapour presence125

in the mesosphere (40-100 km) increased substantially during the storm, particularly be-126

tween 60° S-60° N in the growth stages (LS=195-220°) and at higher latitudes in the de-127

cay stages (LS=220-260°); the later Mars Year 34 (MY 34) regional dust storm (RDS)128

had similar effects. Also with NOMAD, Liuzzi et al. (2020) examined the behaviour of129

water ice clouds during the storm, finding that the storm induced a high-altitude meso-130

spheric water ice layer which rose from 45 km to 80 km rapidly after the GDS inception,131

as well as greater water ice abundance at local dusk than at dawn. Using ACS, A. A. Fe-132

dorova et al. (2020) found increased high-altitude water vapour, ice, and water satura-133

tion during the MY 34 GDS period and the regional dust storm. And again with ACS,134

Stcherbinine et al. (2020) observed a shift in maximum water ice cloud altitudes from135

60 km to above 90 km during the GDS.136

Total extinction opacity profiles of the martian atmosphere from other instruments137

have previously provided insights into the vertical aerosol distribution. Solar occulta-138

tions from the Phobos 2 spacecraft provided aerosol profiles for northern spring at the139

equator, allowing identification of water ice clouds from thermal considerations (Chassefière140

et al., 1992). Solar occultations from SPICAM have been used to obtain aerosol extinc-141

tion profiles in the 1-1.7µm range between 10-60 km, enabling constraints on top of the142

haze layer at 40 km and detection of mesospheric clouds between 50-60 km (A. A. Fedorova143

et al., 2009). SPICAM’s UV channel has also been used to investigate aerosol opacity144

profiles via solar occultations, showing the seasonal dust behaviour of the atmosphere145

and the presence of high-altitude detached layers during the 2007 GDS (Määttänen et146

al., 2013).147

This paper describes an opacity profile dataset derived from solar occultations per-148

formed by the UV and visible spectrometer (UVIS) (M. R. Patel et al., 2017) on the NO-149

MAD instrument, extending from LS=180° in MY 34 to the end of MY 35. This period150

covers one and a half martian years, including the MY 34 GDS, the MY 34 regional dust151

storm (which began at around LS=320°), and the non-GDS year of MY 35. The cov-152

erage of this dataset therefore offers the opportunity for investigation of the extreme con-153

ditions of an equinoctial GDS as well as the more average conditions of a non-GDS mar-154

tian year. This dataset does not contain retrievals of specific dust and ice opacities or155

properties, instead providing total extinction opacities which do not distinguish between156

aerosol types. The advantage of this approach is that it does not introduce bias or er-157

rors from the specifics of a full aerosol retrieval process, but provides an accurate mea-158

sured of overall extinction which can be used to investigate total aerosol structure in the159

atmosphere. It is also technically simpler, enabling the UVIS opacity profile dataset to160

be updated almost in real time from UVIS solar occultations, providing a quick and com-161

prehensive overview of the aerosol structure of the martian atmosphere. The structure162

of this paper is as follows. We first describe the process by which the UVIS opacities are163

obtained, and the MGCM with data assimilation we later compare the UVIS dataset to.164

We then examine specific cloud opacity features in the dataset and compare them to the165

MGCM with data assimilation, and discuss these results in the context of previous work.166

2 Methods167

2.1 UVIS opacity calculation168

The opacity profiles used in this study are taken from a larger retrieval dataset de-169

rived from UVIS occultations designed to extract other spectral signatures from the data170

in addition to total aerosol content. The complete retrieval process is described in de-171

tail in M. R. Patel et al. (2021), and briefly summarised here for convenience.172

NOMAD solar occultations profiles are used covering the period from MY 34 LS=160°173

to MY 35 LS=360°. Solar occultation profiles are self-calibrating in that the measure-174
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ments are expressed as a transmission value by considering the average of measurements175

made above the altitude where UVIS can detect the atmosphere (∼120 km) as the ref-176

erence spectrum. Measurements made below this altitude are then expressed as a trans-177

mission using this occultation-specific reference. Transmissions <1% are not considered178

in this study due to lack of signal. The transmission spectra observed by the instrument179

at successive tangent altitudes above the surface (Fig. 1, top) are converted into slant180

opacities by using the Beer-Lambert Law. The slant opacity is calculated over the wave-181

lengths 320–360 nm, chosen in order to avoid the Hartley band of ozone absorption (cen-182

tred at 255 nm) and the poor performance of the detector at shorter wavelengths (M. R. Pa-183

tel et al., 2021). The slant density profile (Fig. 1, bottom left) is converted to an asso-184

ciated local density profile following a variant of an established onion peeling process (Auvinen185

et al., 2002; Quémerais et al., 2006; Rodgers, 2000). Assuming a spherically symmetric186

atmosphere in the plane of the observations, the line-of-sight path lengths through each187

of these atmospheric layers are then calculated geometrically to yield opacity profiles (Fig.188

1, bottom right). Uncertainties on the vertical profiles are calculated via an analogous189

method of inversion; due to inherent uncertainties in the observed transmissions, the re-190

sultant detection limit of opacity is defined as ∼ 10−5.191

Figure 1. The measured transmission spectra from an example occultation observed on

2018–10–30 at 19:32:49 (UTC) (top). Aerosol slant opacities at 320 nm are extracted from these

transmissions using the Beer-Lambert law (bottom left) and an onion-peeling based vertical in-

version procedure is conducted on the obtained slant opacities to produce local opacity vertical

profiles (bottom right).
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2.2 MGCM and assimilation details192

For comparison to the UVIS data, the MGCM used is a 4D numerical model which193

is as a collaborative effort between the Laboratoire de Météorologie Dynamique, the Uni-194

versity of Oxford, the Open University, and the Instituto de Astrof́ısica de Andalućıa (Forget195

et al., 1999). This specific MGCM version uses a spectral dynamical core to solve the196

primitive equations of fluid dynamics, with a finite-difference scheme along the vertical197

dimension and a semi-Lagrangian tracer advection scheme (Lewis et al., 2007). The MGCM198

advects tracers including dust and water using a two-moment scheme with a log-normal199

size distribution, and at each atmospheric column total column dust optical depth (CDOD)200

is scaled to match assimilated CDOD observations (Madeleine et al., 2011; P. M. Streeter201

et al., 2020). The vertical dust distribution is allowed to evolve freely without constraint,202

with only the CDOD being prescribed. The MGCM uses radiatively active dust with observationally-203

derived radiative properties (Wolff et al., 2006, 2009). The radiative transfer scheme in204

the MGCM is robust to within ∼10% error even at the extreme CDOD values measured205

during the MY 34 GDS (Toon et al., 1989; P. M. Streeter et al., 2020). The MGCM was206

run with a water cycle using the most recent cloud microphysics package (Navarro et al.,207

2014), which includes the effects of radiatively active water ice.208

The MGCM was run together with a modified version of the Analysis Correction209

data assimilation scheme (Lorenc et al., 1991), adapted for the case of the martian at-210

mosphere (Lewis et al., 1997, 2007). Retrieved temperature profiles from Mars Climate211

Sounder (MCS) aboard the Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter (MRO) were assimilated fol-212

lowing the technique previously used with this MGCM and assimilation scheme for Ther-213

mal Emission Spectrometer (TES) (Lewis et al., 2007; J. A. Holmes et al., 2018) and MCS214

(J. A. Holmes et al., 2019; Steele et al., 2014) temperatures, while CDOD derived from215

MCS limb measurements was assimilated to constrain MGCM dust columns as described216

above (Lewis et al., 2007). The MGCM and assimilation process were the same as pre-217

viously used for the OpenMARS dataset, which currently extends to MY 32 (J. Holmes218

et al., 2019).219

MCS temperature profiles extend to an altitude of ∼85 km, with a ∼5 km intrin-220

sic vertical resolution (Kleinböhl et al., 2009). MRO’s sun-synchronous orbit results in221

two approximately fixed MCS observation local times, specifically 0300 and 1500 at non-222

polar latitudes (Zurek & Smrekar, 2007). The MCS retrieval version was v5.2, which in-223

corporates two-dimensional radiative transfer to correct for lateral temperature and aerosol224

gradients, leading to improved polar retrievals (Kleinböhl et al., 2017). This version was225

used at all times except for the period of the 2018 GDS, where a reprocessed version (v5.3.2)226

was used; this reprocessed version incorporated information from additional MCS chan-227

nels, allowing better retrievals of the high dust opacities of the GDS (Kleinböhl et al.,228

2020). MCS does not directly retrieve CDOD but provides a derived column product based229

on extrapolation of retrieved dust profiles. This derived CDOD is reported at infrared230

wavelengths but the MGCM uses visible wavelengths for dust radiative transfer calcu-231

lations, and so CDOD values were first converted from 21.6 µm to 670 nm via a conver-232

sion factor of 7.3 (Kleinböhl et al., 2011). Dayside equatorial CDOD values were removed233

prior to assimilation in order to avoid spuriously high values (Montabone et al., 2015),234

except during the MY 34 GDS (Montabone et al., 2020). As with MCS temperatures,235

the retrieval version was v5.2 except during the GDS period, when v5.3.2 retrievals were236

used.237

3 Overview of UVIS opacity dataset238

The UVIS occultation opacity dataset contains aerosol extinction opacities and slant239

opacities from LS=163° of MY 34 to the end of MY 35, at wavelengths in the entire UVIS240

range from 200-650 nm. Occultations primarily occur at mid-high latitudes and are sparser241
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in the tropics. Included with the dataset are quality control flags for transmission, which242

decreases towards the surface of the planet.243

Figs. 2 and 3 display the UVIS opacity profiles for each hemisphere for MY 34 and244

MY 35 respectively, averaged between the wavelengths 320–360 nm, together with the245

total aerosol opacity field in the MGCM with assimilation (obtained by summing dust246

and water ice opacities at 670 nm) and the temperature field from the same. UVIS pro-247

files were cut off at low altitudes where transmission fell below 1% and above 100 km al-248

titude (where noise begins to dominate), and the MGCM data was masked to match the249

times and locations of the UVIS profiles. It should be noted that the constantly vary-250

ing latitude of the observations means that interpretations must be made carefully, as251

observed changes in the plots could be due to temporal changes, latitudinal changes, or252

both. This also applies to local solar time of the occultations, which are always at ei-253

ther the sunrise or sunset terminator.254

What follows is a brief description of some features of particular note in the UVIS255

profiles based on Figs. 2 and 3; further discussion and interpretation can be found in the256

next section. The MY 34 profiles cover the period of the MY 34 GDS, which began at257

LS=185° and had decayed to climatological background dust levels by LS=270° (Kass258

et al., 2019). The GDS signal is clearly visible in Fig. 2 at LS=200°, when opacity lev-259

els increase between 30-70 km immediately before an extended gap in data due to orbital260

geometry. After the gap, opacities are once again low above 40 km until LS=215°, when261

a high-altitude layer of high opacity appears between 70-80 km. This high-altitude layer262

persists until approximately LS=280°, decaying in altitude from up to 80 km to around263

40-50 km and present even at the northern and southern latitudes of 60°. Also present264

are high opacities at lower altitudes, up to 30 km, over roughly the same period. Another265

high opacity layer is present between 40-60 km around LS=290-310°. The MY 34 regional266

dust storm began at approximately LS=320°, correlating with enhanced opacities in the267

UVIS profiles up to 80 km. Finally, there was high opacity observed at LS=350-355°up268

to approximately 60 km.269

MY 35 was a martian year without a GDS. The aphelion season (LS=0-180°) is270

characterised by low opacities above 50 km and high opacity layers at altitudes of 10-50 km.271

In general there is a low-level opacity feature throughout this period extending to 20-272

30 km, and sporadic higher-altitude detached features at 40-50 km, most notably around273

LS=90-100° and LS=110-135° in Fig. 3. The advent of the dustier perhileion season from274

around LS=150° brings with it an elevation of the lower atmosphere opacity layer, from275

20 km at LS=90° to 30-40 km at LS=190°. High-altitude opacity layers are visible be-276

tween 50-70 km throughout LS=200-270°. A regional dust storm began at LS=225°, cor-277

relating with a high-altitude opacity layer appearing at 70 km at LS=230° and decay-278

ing to 50 km by LS=255°.279

4 Discussion280

The previous section briefly described particularly notable opacity features in MY281

34 and MY 35 as visible in the UVIS dataset. This section explores several of these fea-282

tures in greater detail and provides interpretations regarding their nature by way of more283

hemispherically-focused analysis, comparison with the MGCM, and comparison with ex-284

isting literature.285

4.1 High-altitude clouds during GDS and regional dust storms in MY286

34 and MY 35287

The high-altitude opacity features described during the MY 34 GDS are water ice288

clouds, as noted in published NOMAD and ACS studies. Both Liuzzi et al. (2020) (NO-289

MAD) and Stcherbinine et al. (2020) (ACS) performed retrievals of water ice for the GDS290
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Figure 2. For MY 34 in the northern hemisphere (top four plots) and southern hemisphere

(bottom four plots), from top to bottom: UVIS occultation latitude and local solar time distri-

bution; UVIS occultation opacity profiles at 320–360 nm; total (dust + water ice) opacity profiles

from the MGCM run with assimilation, matched to the same locations as the UVIS occultations;

atmospheric temperatures from the MGCM run with assimilation, matched to the same locations

as the UVIS occultations, and overlaid with black dots indicating the approximate location of the

hygropause in the MGCM water vapour field, defined here as 70 ppmv (J. Holmes et al., 2021).
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Figure 3. Same as Fig. 2 for MY 35.
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period, finding a rise in altitude of a water ice cloud layer from 45-60 km prior to the GDS291

to 80-90 km during the height of the GDS at LS=200° which then decayed in altitude292

to around 50 km as the GDS decayed. Liuzzi et al. (2020) also extended their analysis293

to the regional dust storm which occurred later in MY 34, beginning at around LS=320°,294

and found an increase in dust abundance up to 50 km and water ice abundance up to295

80 km. The detachment between these two aerosol kinds is visible in Fig. 2, which shows296

a separation between a high opacity layer extending to 50 km and one present at 70-80 km.297

This high-altitude layer is explained as the boosted atmospheric transport enhancing wa-298

ter transport towards higher latitudes and thus increasing the height of the hygropause299

(Heavens et al., 2018; A. Fedorova et al., 2018). This high-altitude cloud layer was even300

present at high latitudes, explained dynamically as the enhanced meridional circulation301

boosting vapour transport towards those latitudes (e.g. Neary et al., 2020). An elegant302

aspect of the UVIS total opacity dataset is that despite its simplicity, it also reveals the303

features observed in full retrievals during the MY 34 GDS and regional storms. Com-304

parison with previous full retrievals and the employment of heuristics based on existing305

research can therefore aid in interpretation of interesting opacity features in data peri-306

ods which have not yet been subject to full retrievals. This is discussed next in the con-307

text of the “A”-type regional dust storm (Kass et al., 2016) observed in MY 35.308

MY 35 experienced an “A”-type regional dust storm beginning at approximately309

LS=230° and extending roughly from 60° S-45° N at its maximum extent. Fig. 3 shows310

that, consistent with the mesospheric water ice clouds observed during the MY 34 re-311

gional storm, the MY 35 regional storm inception is correlated with a band of enhanced312

opacities. In the northern hemisphere, this begins at LS=230° at around 50 km before313

rapidly rising to 70 km within 5°LS, then decaying in altitude down to 40 km by LS=270°.314

In the southern hemisphere however the band remains at 60-70 km even by LS=270°.315

This asymmetry suggests that the higher atmospheric temperatures and dust loading316

at this time of year (southern summer) may be responsible for maintaining a mesospheric317

water ice cloud presence. In both hemispheres the high-altitude water ice cloud presence318

persists for markedly longer than that associated with the MY 34 regional storm; again,319

this may have to do with the higher dust content and atmospheric temperatures at this320

time of year. This water ice cloud presence again indicates a raising of the hygropause,321

which provides further evidence for the important role of regional-scale dust storms in322

enhancing water escape from the martian atmosphere (J. Holmes et al., 2021).323

Finally, these high-altitude water ice cloud features were compared to the MGCM324

with assimilation to see how well they are reproduced. Interestingly, the southern hemi-325

sphere in Fig. 2 shows that the MGCM does contain a 70 km water ice feature at high326

southern latitudes between LS=210-220°of MY 34; a time and location when this is not327

present in the UVIS data. Throughout the rest of the GDS, there is water ice cloud pres-328

ence in the MGCM at altitudes up to around 60 km, but not the detached layering at329

higher altitudes seen in the UVIS data. During the MY 34 regional storm there is some330

enhanced water ice opacity present around 60-70 km, but of several orders of magnitude331

less than in the UVIS data. Likewise during the MY 35 regional storm in Fig. 3 there332

is apparent water ice cloud presence at 60 km at LS=255°, but again lower abundance333

than seen in the UVIS opacities.334

By contrast, the distribution of MGCM atmospheric temperature field and approx-335

imate hygropause altitude match noticeably better with the UVIS aerosol opacities. The336

gradual decay in atmospheric temperatures during the GDS from LS=220-300° corre-337

lates well with the gradual decay in the height of the mesospheric water ice cloud layer338

in the UVIS data over the same period; the same is the case for the MY 35 regional storm.339

Likewise, the spike in atmospheric temperatures following the onset of the MY 34 regional340

storm at LS=320° aligns well with the high-altitude water ice cloud layer present in the341

UVIS data in the same time. As temperatures in the MGCM are calculated by assim-342

ilating MCS temperature profiles, this suggests that the failure of the MGCM to repli-343
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cate the mesospheric water ice may be due to a lack of mesospheric water vapour or CCN,344

or limitations of the cloud parametrization. However, the approximate hygropause al-345

titude as calculated from the MGCM accords well with the location of the high-altitude346

cloud layers in the UVIS data, which indicates that the water vapour content in the meso-347

sphere is being reasonably well reproduced by the assimilation. The raising of the hy-348

gropause during intense GDS dust loading also agrees with previous observations of the349

MY 28 GDS (Heavens et al., 2018; A. Fedorova et al., 2018).350

As a final note, opacities at the bottom of the datasets are significantly (at least351

an order of magnitude) higher in the MGCM than in the UVIS dataset during the GDS352

and after, namely from LS=210-320° of MY 34. As this is most likely dust at these al-353

titudes (Liuzzi et al., 2020), this would imply that the MGCM is overestimating dust354

presence at roughly 10-30 km, meaning that (assuming the CDOD value is correct) more355

of the atmospheric dust within the column is located in the bottom scale height or two356

of the atmosphere than represented in the MGCM; or else, the CDOD value is being over-357

estimated, possibly from spurious opacities due to water ice cloud presence. This has im-358

plications for future representation of vertical dust structure in the MGCM, which may359

need to be adjusted to show a greater dust presence in the bottom scale height of the360

atmosphere. Future nadir retrievals of CDOD from NOMAD, in conjunction with MCS361

and NOMAD profiles, should help to better constrain the atmospheric dust content in362

this crucial bottom 10 km.363

4.2 Aphelion clouds in MY 35364

The MY 35 aphelion season is characterised by the presence of high opacity fea-365

tures between 10-50 km in the UVIS opacity profiles, increasing in altitude towards the366

tropics (Fig. 3). These features tend to occur at higher altitudes in the northern than367

the southern hemisphere. The omnipresent high opacity layers below 30 km in both hemi-368

spheres at this time most likely correspond to combined water ice from the ACB and dust,369

the former having been observed to extend from 17-45 km and the latter up to 20-30 km370

at this time of year (Smith et al., 2013). The greater altitudes of high opacity features371

in the north also accord with the northern tropical ACB having been observed to occur372

at higher altitudes than in the south (Smith et al., 2013), as well as the fact that the north373

is the spring/summer hemisphere at this time of year, with resulting greater dust activ-374

ity.375

As well as the omnipresent haze below 30 km, higher-altitude opacity features are376

also visible in the UVIS opacities. These are more prevalent nearer the tropics, and par-377

ticularly in the northern hemisphere, but examples are also seen in the south. One es-378

pecially noticeable such feature occurs in both hemispheres around LS=200° and extends379

up to 50 km. The particular visibility of this specific feature may be due to the fact that380

UVIS occultations occur very close to the equator itself at this time, while they are gen-381

erally constrained poleward of 30° S and 10° N over this aphelion period. The altitude382

range of this feature is consistent with the higher altitude range of the ACB (Smith et383

al., 2013) and is higher than the generally reported altitude range (15-25 km) of detached384

dust layers (e.g. Heavens et al., 2011a). The MGCM local temperature minimum at 50 km/maximum385

below 50 km at LS=200° also suggests the presence of cooling (higher albedo) water ice386

over warming (lower albedo) dust. However, some detached dust layers have been ob-387

served at extremely high altitudes over regions of high topography, for example at 55 km388

(Clancy et al., 2019) and even up to 75 km with a large (<1000 km) spatial footprint (Heavens389

et al., 2015), likely connected to topographic forcing (Heavens et al., 2015). This par-390

ticular feature should therefore be of interest for more detailed future examination.391

The MGCM aerosol opacity field generally shows good agreement with the UVIS392

opacities, capturing the gradual dip in altitude of the sub-30 km opacity layer from LS=0-393

90° and then its gradual rise again from LS=90-180°. The MGCM also aptly reproduces394
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the high-altitude opacity feature in the southern hemisphere at LS=120°. However, par-395

ticularly in the northern hemisphere, the MGCM does appear to overestimate opacities396

above 50 km and underestimate them below, portraying more of a uniform haze than the397

sharp structure in the UVIS opacities. This suggests that while the cloud scheme is ably398

reproducing general seasonal and latitudinal trends, there is room for improvement in399

representing the vertical structure of the ACB.400

4.3 High-altitude clouds during MY 35 perihelion401

The mesospheric water ice features present during global and regional dust storms402

have already been discussed, but the UVIS opacities for MY 35 also show similar fea-403

tures during the perihelion season before the beginning of the MY 35 A-type regional404

storm at LS=230°. These features can be seen at mid-high latitudes in both hemispheres405

around LS=210°, at approximately 50-80 km (Fig. 3). The northern feature is signifi-406

cantly shorter-lived and at a lower altitude (50 km), while the southern feature extends407

from LS=200-220° and 50-80 km. The former appears between approximately 45-70° N408

and the latter between approximately 30-60° S.409

The altitudes of these features are greater than those observed for polar hood wa-410

ter ice clouds (Benson et al., 2010, 2011), but along with their latitudes and season agree411

well with perihelion mesospheric water ice clouds as detected by Clancy et al. (2019) with412

CRISM in previous martian years. Clancy et al. (2019) noted a sharp dichotomy in meso-413

spheric (50 km+) water ice presence between the colder aphelion season and the warmer414

perihelion season, with the vast majority of water ice above 60 km being detected be-415

tween LS=160-360°. This perihelion mesospheric water ice showed some clustering around416

mid-high latitudes in both hemispheres, which is also consistent with the UVIS opac-417

ities, though there is an intrinsic bias in these due to the lower frequency of equatorial418

occultations. By contrast, mesospheric CO2 ice clouds detected by Clancy et al. (2019)419

occurred primarily during the colder aphelion season, and at tropical latitudes, consis-420

tent with many previous studies of mesospheric CO2 ice clouds (e.g. Vincendon et al.,421

2011; McConnochie et al., 2010; Määttänen et al., 2010; Aoki et al., 2018). Interestingly,422

McConnochie et al. (2010) also identified mesospheric cloud features at twilight at mid-423

latitudes during the perihelion season, but were unable to conclusively classify high their424

composition. Drawing from these previous results, therefore, the most consistent expla-425

nation for the mesospheric opacity features observed in UVIS data is the presence of wa-426

ter ice clouds.427

Finally, the UVIS opacities were compared to the MGCM opacities and temper-428

atures. The detached opacity structures are not reproduced by the MGCM, but the tem-429

perature and hygropause structure show supporting evidence that these opacity layers430

are water ice. In both hemispheres, the approximate altitude of the hygropause roughly431

doubles (from 20 km to 40 km) from the aphelion season to the perihelion season, boosted432

by the generally higher atmospheric temperatures. In the southern hemisphere, where433

this opacity layer is greater in spatial and temporal extent, the hygropause rises from434

below 20 km to 40-60 km between LS=200-220°and as occultation latitudes move from435

70° S towards the tropics. This matches well with the altitude of the UVIS opacity lay-436

ers in the southern hemisphere, indicating availability of water for condensation. Like-437

wise in the north, a 40-50 km hygropause in the MGCM is present at the time and lo-438

cation of the northern opacity layer at 50 km.439

4.4 A brief note regarding CO2 ice440

As mentioned previously, there have been numerous confirmed detections of CO2441

ice clouds in the martian mesosphere, the majority of which have been at equatorial lat-442

itudes during the colder aphelion season (e.g. Vincendon et al., 2011; McConnochie et443

al., 2010; Määttänen et al., 2010; Aoki et al., 2018). The theorised dynamical origins of444
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such clouds from the creation of cold pockets by gravity waves and/or thermal tides (e.g.445

González-Galindo et al., 2011; Spiga et al., 2012) may be related to the calculated short446

lifespans of such features, which could be as low as minutes (Listowski et al., 2014). The447

equatorial location and ephemerality of mesospheric CO2 clouds intrinsically makes iden-448

tification of such features difficult here, as UVIS occultations are relatively sparse at trop-449

ical latitudes and the annual-scale LS-altitude plots presented here are intended to dis-450

play spatially and temporally extended features on the order of at least several degrees451

LS and several kilometres in depth. Fig. 3 shows no significant aphelion high opacity452

presence in the southern mesosphere, while there is a little more activity in the north,453

for example at LS=15-20°near the equator, which does correlate to a high-altitude tem-454

perature minimum in the MGCM. As stated though, the sparse nature of mesospheric455

CO2 ice clouds, and their reliance on fine-scale and longitudinally-variable dynamics, makes456

it difficult to draw inferences in a broad study such as this one. We therefore do not draw457

conclusions regarding the possible presence of mesospheric CO2 clouds in the UVIS opac-458

ity dataset and leave this to future studies, which may benefit from the dusk/dawn lo-459

cal times of the occultations for better understanding of the nature of these phenomena.460

5 Conclusions461

This article has presented a new dataset freely available to the martian atmospheric462

community, consisting of total extinction opacity profiles derived from solar occultations463

by the ExoMars NOMAD/UVIS instrument for the 320–360 nm spectral range. The dataset464

contains opacity profiles for the period covering the MY 35 Global Dust Storm and re-465

gional dust storm, and the entirety of MY 35, allowing investigation of both the extreme466

dust loading of a GDS year and of a full typical martian year. Solar occultations occur467

at local dusk and dawn, allowing research into the vertical opacity structure of Mars’ at-468

mosphere at the terminator where interesting day-night transition processes may be oc-469

curring.470

Key features of interest in the UVIS opacity data at the 320–360 nm range have471

been identified, interpreted according to context and previous literature, and compared472

to an MGCM with data assimilation. These include the mid-high latitude mesospheric473

water ice clouds associated with the high dust loading of the MY 34 GDS and regional474

dust storm, the seasonally reccurring aphelion cloud belt, and perihelion cloud layers in475

MY 35 – some associated with regional dust storms, others not. Existing retrievals of476

aerosols in MY 34 allowed identification of the high opacity layers observed in this study477

above the high dust loading as water ice, and this enabled the inference of very similar478

layers above regional dust storms in MY 35 as water ice as well. This analysis validates479

the UVIS opacity dataset as reproducing the observed mesospheric cloud structure in480

MY 34 and shows its use for ongoing analysis as UVIS continues to perform solar oc-481

cultations of the atmosphere. With this simple but extensive dataset combined with rea-482

sonable inference, it has been shown that mesospheric water ice cloud is regularly seen483

above regional-scale dust events, and that the season of such events is linked to the tem-484

poral extent of these cloud layers. Earlier storms, like the MY 34 GDS (LS=185°) and485

MY 35 A-type storm (LS=230°), are associated with longer-lived mesospheric cloud lay-486

ers than later storms like the MY 34 regional dust storm (LS=320°) and the MY 35 C-487

type storm (LS=320°). This implies an important role for regional dust storms in mar-488

tian atmospheric escape.489

MGCMs and data assimilation also provide an important function: on the one hand,490

they can aid in interpretation of specific opacity features via (for example) comparison491

of the temperature structure; on the other, the UVIS opacity dataset is a potential tool492

for validation of MGCM aerosol representation, specifically vertical structure. The util-493

ity of assimilating temperatures in particular is that it enables better representation of494

the real thermal structure and dynamics of the martian atmosphere. This provides a valu-495

able interpretative tool for the UVIS opacities, for example by showing how enhanced496
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lower atmospheric temperatures and a raised hygropause correlate with high-altitude de-497

tached opacity layers in the UVIS data, providing supporting evidence for their inter-498

pretation as water ice. In the other direction, it is clear from this analysis that current499

water ice parametrizations struggle to reproduce perihelion mesospheric clouds. Even500

during the ACB, when the MGCM shows good agreeement with the UVIS opacities, the501

observations suggest a more vertically confined and sharper aerosol structure than shown502

in the MGCM. The UVIS dataset therefore offers a good opportunity for validation of503

aerosol vertical structure in MGCMs simulating both dust and water ice, and develop-504

ment of improved parametrizations.505
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